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That Drone Show announces world premiere of The Drone Invasion movie 
 

The Drone Invasion is a documentary in which myths about drones are confronted and addressed by 
leading experts 

 
 
SEAL BEACH, Calf. (August 31, 2016) – David and Sarah Oneal, founders of That Drone Show, announced 
the date of the world premiere of The Drone Invasion documentary. The premiere will take place at 
5.30pm on Friday 23 September 2016 at the Downtown Film Festival Los Angeles. It will be held at 
the Regal Cinemas L.A. LIVE as part of the Drone Series. Tickets are available now. 
 
The Drone Invasion is an important movie which sees celebrities and leading drone experts confront 
popular myths about drones and answer the question ‘are drones good?’ 
 
The film addresses popular fears about drones, such as privacy invasion, military connotations, and 
airplane collision. The movie educates about the many positive things drones are used to do.   
 
Stars of The Drone Invasion include Jeff Timmons of 98 Degrees, and Las Vegas headliners Anthony 
Cools and Lance Burton. 
 
The movie features popular drone celebrities Sally “The Drone Girl” French, the Roswell Flight Test 
Crew, Jim “Demunseed” Bowers, Flite Test, and founders of International Drone Day David and Sarah 
Oneal. 
 
The Drone Invasion hears from representatives from the world’s leading drone companies DJI and 
Yuneec. It features drone lawyers, drone businesses, renowned photographers, film makers, and 
journalists. 
 
Director of The Drone invasion, David Oneal, comments: “The film shatters myths surrounding drones, 
and exposes ways in which drones are used positively. The Drone Invasion confronts popular fears” 
 
Sarah Oneal, Producer of The Drone Invasion, comments - “We are thrilled that The Drone Invasion 
world premiere is part of a mainstream film festival in the movie capital of the world! It is so exciting to 
be able to spread the “drones are good” message on such a prominent platform”. 
 
The Drone Invasion was funded by a Kickstarter campaigns.  
 
It is Directed by David Oneal and Produced by Sarah Oneal, hosts of the popular podcast “That Drone 
Show”, and founders of International Drone Day. 
 
Media contact: info@thatdroneshow.com 949.887.6937 / 949.527.5927 

 


